
OUR TECHNOLOGY

For clients looking to ensure that  
hub intake, processing, and triage  
are accomplished using a technology- 
forward and cost-efficient system, we 
offer Cloud Script™, our proprietary, 
secure and web-based, mobile-friendly 
platform that helps solve many of the 
toughest issues that can delay speed  
to therapy for patients.

Cloud Script™

Real-time connectivity between 
patients, physicians, office staff 
and field teams for:

 O Product and Program Eligibility 
 O Coverage & Prior Authorization 

Support
 O Patient Journey Engagement
 O Financial Assistance & Affordability
 O Data Reporting
 O Prescription Logistics Messaging

OUR SERVICES

Our portfolio of services meet the 
highest standards of compliance at 
every phase — from HIPAA-compliant 
program structures and contracting  
to execution and reporting.

 O Reimbursement support services
 O Program strategy, support and  

administration
 O Patient access and care  

coordination
 O Call center operations and 

 management
 O Financial services and affordability
 O Distribution support  

(PAP, FDF, Bridge)
 O Quality and compliance auditing
 O Clinical education and  

patient/caregiver engagement
 O Patient/caregiver communications 

(digital, live)
 O Field-based support solutions 

(CNE’s, FRM’s, CSO)

OUR DIFFERENCE

While technology plays a critical  
role in our services, it’s only when we 
combine the expertise of our people 
with our time-saving, cost-effective  
and intelligent patient-centric solutions 
that your patients receive the best 
experience possible. We also seek  
to continuously improve program 
performance to optimize the patient- 
based investment, while passing these 
savings back to our clients. We are a 
true strategic partner with genuine 
concern for patients and their therapy 
access needs.    
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Where advanced technology meets  
more intelligent patient engagement
Patient-first access solutions enabled by a proprietary technology-forward platform

LET’S CHAT!  I look forward to following up with you  
to schedule some time for a brief introduction to see if  
our offerings match your needs.

OCCAM HEALTH is an independent hub service provider dedicated to the exceptional  
delivery of patient access programs; helping patients and their physicians gain access to  
therapies and esssential patient engagement resources on behalf of our biopharma clients.

https://www.occamhealth.com/

